Cloud Services

Cloud Points
Fair resource accounting in your cloud

Our Cloud Points model makes your system flexible, scalable and
affordable. Your cloud resources are billed on an hourly basis.
The more resources you commit to, the cheaper the single point
becomes.

Benefits
 Reduction of high investment costs through the possibility of entering into
a needs-based commitment
 Hourly accounting of freely usable resources - depending on current
requirements
 The larger the contingent you have purchased, the lower the price
of the single cloud point
 Constant invoice during operation within the contingent, everything above
and beyond this is charged on a straight-line basis

Highlights
 Hourly billing
 Use of the points for the most
diverse cloud-resources such as
 RAM,
 CPU,
 storage or
 backup.
 Use of the points for the most
diverse cloude-environments such
as
 vDatacenter,
 noris cloud or
 Private Cloud.

Details

Cloud Services

Cloud Points are the pay-as-you-grow billing model for noris‘ cloud resources. The points
can be used flexibly and can be used for almost any cloud resource. Whether noris cloud
on OpenStack, vDatacenter on VMware, your private cloud or cloud storage. All resources
you use can be billed with a quota. So you can reconfigure RAM, CPU, storage or backup at
any time or use them on other platforms without having to release new internal budgets.
Cloud Points are offered in different sizes of contingents. With the smallest contingents,
you only have to make a very small commitment and are still freely scalable upwards,
since points exceeding the contingent are also settled linearly. In contrast to conventional
pay-as-you-grow models, the more commitment you make, the cheaper the individual
cloud point will be. If it is known that many resources are needed and you book a larger
contingent, you will save cash with the discounted conditions.
By using quotas according to your needs, you reduce your investment costs and thus the
risk on your side.
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